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Abstract 

On account of the profound change process in electric power generation, transmission and distribution a lot of 

activities are started to plan, to build up and to operate smart distribution grids. Experiences from laboratory test set-

ups are well known, experiences from public used smart grids are actually published only a little. Therefore there are 

numerous questions how to adapt the smart grid characteristics to the special boundary conditions of a given grid 

region and which divergences must be considered between planning and operation. This paper describes some key 

experiences in planning, building up and operating a smart grid for the German isle of Pellworm. It takes into account 

the first lessons learned from the operation of this smart grid.  
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1. Introduction 

Caused by the attractive feed-in tariffs in Germany the number of wind power plants (WP), 

photovoltaic power plants (PVP) and biogas combined heat and power plants (BCHP) increased so 

rapidly, that the existing grid infrastructure leads to restrictions in the feed- [1], [2]. There 

are regions where the produced energy of renewables is a multiple of the consumption in this area. One of 

these areas is the west coast in the north of Germany with an average wind speed in hub height of more 

than six to nine m/s. Especially, for these regions it is suggested to install energy storage systems to use 

the energy where it is produced. It is proposed to integrate storage elements, controllable loads and 

renewable power plants into a centralized energy management system (CEMS) to achieve the maximum 

relief of the grid infrastructure [3]-[5]. So in the past several smart grids are planned and build-up in these 

areas [6], [7] but there is only little information describing the differences between the calculated 

characteristics in the planning process and the results during operation. 

For the German isle of Pellworm the main technical and non technical aspects in setting up a smart 

grid are well described [8], [9]. Pellworm, located on the west coast of Schleswig-Holstein, is the third 

biggest North Frisian Island with 38km². HalligHooge is also belonging to the island and is supplied by 

electrical grid from Pellworm. Pellworm is surrounded by a national park and the world heritage- natural 

site: The Wadden Sea. On the island live round about 1100 inhabitations, which are registered in 650 

households. The economy is shaped through tourism with more than 200 beds and a high amount of 

agricultural enterprises. With a long-term average wind speed of 9m/s in 80m height Pellworm is a 

favoured location for wind turbines (WT) whereof the largest part is organized in a civic wind farm.  

There exists extensive data for the island, which concerns both, the energy situation of the island as a 

whole and the annual cycles of decentralized generators. The annually generated energy of round about 
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21GWh from WT, photovoltaic systems (PVS) and one BCHP on the island is opposed to an annual 

consumer load of 7GWh. Remarkable is the high amount of electrical storage heaters (EHS) as well as the 

high amount of electrical heat pumps. The isle is connected to the mainland with the help of two 20kV-

sea-cables which have a restricted apparent power of 14MVA and 11MVA. Without grid extensions it is 

not useful to install further WT on the isle. On the mainland there are a lot of documented time periods 

when the 20kV distribution grid and the 110kV transport grid are overloaded due to the massive feed in 

of installed wind power plants at the west coast. So for these time periods the WPP have to reduce their 

feed-in power. A smart grid installed in several regions could help to relieve the distribution and transport 

grid at the west coast.  

Within the innovation study [8] it is proposed to introduce a smart grid on the isle of Pellworm step by 

step. After the specification of the elements for a core smart grid it should follow the construction and 

then the evaluation of the operation for this core smart grid. After the evaluation a full smart grid should 

be planned and build up.Meanwhile the core smart grid is built up and since September 2013 it is 

operating in different operation modes to evaluate the effectiveness. This paper describes the main 

characteristics of the installed smart grid and the first results.  

2. Fundamentals of Smart Grid Design for the Isle of Pellworm 

There are formulated several goals for the design of a smart grid Pellworm. They are formulated with 

the help of operational strategies as follows: 

 Optimize the use of regionally based renewable sources (own consumption operation)  

 Reduce the peak power at the connections to the mainland (peak shaving operation) 

 Stabilize the voltage on the isle with active and reactive power control (local grid service operation) 

 Trade at the day-ahead and intraday market or at the market for reserve power (trading operation) 

 Optimize a combination of several goals (multifunctional operation) 

For the design of the smart grid several restrictions have to be considered: 

 Technical data of the main existing resources (cables, substations, WT, PVS, BCHP, loads)  

 Availability, reliability and cost-effectiveness of additional resources (especially the storage elements, 

measuring and communication systems and the energy management system)  

 Acceptance of planned actions produced energy of renewables  

The first goal for the design is to maximize the own consumption of renewables only with the help of 

additional storage systems and with considering availability, reliability and cost-effectiveness .A change in 

the energy exchange between the island and the mainland has a significant impact on the stresses of the 

grid infrastructure on the mainland. The design of the storage elements takes into account the 15min-

PL(t) = pL and of all existing generators with the power 

profile PG(t) = pG for one year. For big loads, the measured values are used, for small loads like private 

households the standardized load profiles are used. For the WT, PV and BCHP and for the big loads the 

measured 15min-values are used. The residual power is defined as: 
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Fig. 1. Annual residual power profile for Pellworm. 

values of all existing loads with the power profile
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Fig. 1 shows the calculated curve of pR

conversion to a smart grid. For Pellworm, most of the time pR is positive. For the mainland the residual 

power is feed in power pFI = pR pFI<0, then the po pP is defined as: 

 for 0 and 0 for 0P R R P Rp p p p p      (2) 

The annual energy procurement WPa using the fifteen-minutes average values PPav,15m of pPcan be 

calculated with ∆t = 0,25h as follows: 

8760 4 8760

,15

00

h

Pa P Pav mW p dt P t    (3) 

The annual residual power profile for Pellworm is indicated by a maximum of PFImax= 8300kW, a 

minimum of PFImin=PPMax= 1300kW and an annual energy procurement without additional storage 

elements of WPa = 337MWh. An indicator in the residual profile for the need and size of additional 

storage elements is the maximum procured energy ∆WPMAX for a time period where no generated power 

occurs. This value can be calculated as the storage energy which has to be installed to prevent that the 

residual power is less than zero and if the storage elements is always charged when pG>pL. For the given 

residual power profile this value is calculated to ∆WPMAX =13MWh[8].  

3. Aspects to the Choice  

In [3], [10] and [11] such as size, location and technology for storage elements in smart 

grids are described. For the isle of Pellworm a simplified holistic approach is chosen. The main 

characteristics of storage elements are the capacity or storable energy Wmax, the maximum charging and 

discharging power PCmax and PDmax and the used technology. The chosen technology determines a lot of 

characteristics like permissible depth of discharge, round trip efficiency, self discharge, own consumption, 

allowable time gradient of pC and pD, number of allowed load cycles, lifetime and costs.  The technology 

affects properties like investment and operation costs, volume, safety, availability and reliability.  
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Fig. 2. Generalized storage curve of power as function of energy. 

Fig. 2 shows the general performance of storage elements in the range of some MWh and some MW 

that means in the range of batteries in different technologies. Storage elements are divided in “hours-to-

day-storage elements”, “hours-storage-elements” and “minutes-to-hour-storage-elements” in different 

technologies. If the residual power profile is known, the needed charging and discharging powers as 

function of time can be calculated and can be transformed to a function power versus energy. For a given 

grid region, where the generated energy is bigger than the energy of the loads, the calculated discharging 

curve will be smoothed and the maximum values for P and W will be limited. The selected storage 

elements where placed into the area, so that they consider the smoothed discharging curve and the 
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Fig. 3. Storage curve and storage elements for Pellworm. 

Fig. 3 shows the application for the given residual load profile of Pellworm. Calculation shows, that 

the storage energy could be limited to 1600kWh to achieve a reduction of WPa of more than 90%. Due to 

the efficiency of the storage systems, the power has to be limited up to 1600kW. To achieve the best 

approximation of the restricted area, a hybrid storage system consisting of a centrally located medium 

size Redox-Flow-Battery (CRFB) and a centrally located medium size Lithium-Ion-Battery (CLIB) is 

needed.  

4. Smart Grid Power System Infrastructure 

The choice of the storage size and technology is only one aspect in the design of the smart grid 

Pellworm. Fig. 4 shows the structure of the medium-voltage-grid and the position of the existing 

decentralised generators. From 2012 to 2013 this infrastructure was added by additional elements. With 

the help of the medium voltage grid scheme it can be checked whether the allowable voltage variations 

are exceeded. 

At a central location (In de See) the existing hybrid power plant with a 300kW-WT and a 772kW-PVS 

at a central located area of E.ON-HanseWärme GmbH the additional CLIB and CRFB are installed, so 

that this area can be described as a “Tribrid-Power-Plant”, that means photovoltaic, wind and storage. To 

prevent violations of the voltage at this node, two adjustable 20kV/400V transformer substations (ATS) 

are installed. 

Six households with together 35 EHS were modified so that the EHS can be controlled. At the key 

nodes of the isle several automated substations (ASS) replaced the old ones. 205 smart meters in 160 

private households are installed and the communication infrastructure was built up. In eleven households 

HLIB were installed which will be integrated into the central energy management system. Fig. 5 shows 

the central located “Tribrid Power Plant” with CLIB, CRFB, PVS, WT and local control and visitor 

center which is operating since September 2013. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic MV-grid and key infrastructure 

elements after smart grid installations. 

Fig. 5. Central “Tribrid Power Plant” with CLIB, CRFB, PVS, 

WT and local control center. 
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Table 1 summarizes the key energy indicators for the isle. Calculations shows that the annual energy 

procured can be reduced form WPa = 337MWh down to some 10MWh. Measures should show the 

differences between the calculated and real value.  

Table 1. Key energy indicators for the isle of Pellworm (extension based on [8]) 

5. Smart Grid Automation Infrastructure 

SCADA, grid control or grid management systems (GMS) for the distribution grids are well known, 

even decentralized energy management systems for small distribution grids are described [12], [13]. To 

achieve a significant reduction of the transportation and the distribution grid in highly penetrated regions 

a central grid management system is necessary. Here the information has to be collected to ensure the grid 

security and availability. The central energy management system (CEMS) receives the data from the 

GMS. It calculates the control signals for the storage elements and the controllable loads due to the actual 

values and the reference values. The reference values consider the operation mode and additional 

information like weather forecast and energy stock exchange information. The control signals are 

exchanged with the GMS who sends the information to the components. This way ensures, that the EMS 

is not influencing the grid security and that the two management systems are working in a mismatch.  
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Fig. 6. Power grid and automation infrastructure for the isle of Pellworm. 

Fig. 6 shows the power grid and automation infrastructure installed on the island and in the locations, 

where the energy management units are.

Pellworm has to be exceeded. Besides the CEMS it mainly includes:  

 Automatic local grid stations, 

 Smart meters with advanced meter management and integrated load control functionality in particular 

for the usage of decentralized controllable loads in the low voltage grid, 

Production Amount Installed Power Yearly energy production 

Wind energy turbines (WT) 12 5725kW 15251MWh 

Photovoltaic systems (PVS) 87 2742kW 2586MWh 

Biogas combined heat power plant (BCHP) 1 530kW 4453MWh 

Total production 100 8997kW 22290MWh 

Consumption Amount Installed Power Yearly energy consumption 

Household customers 731  3274MWh 

Electric heating systems (EHS) 148 630kWel 815MWh 

Others 297  2979MWh 

Total consumption 1156  7068MWh 

Procurement without storage systems  Power Energy 

Annual value  38kW (average) 337MWh 

Maximum value  1300kW (peak) 13MWh (∆WPmax, see advice) 

Storage Elements Amount Charging/Discharging Power Installed Energy Capacity 

Central Redox-Flow-Battery (CRFB) 1 200kWC / 200kWD 1600kWh 

Central Lithium-Ion-Battery (CLIB) 1 560kWC / 1100kWD 560kWh 

Household-Lithium-Ion-Batteries (HLIB) 11 80kWC / 80kWD 79kWh 

(Controllable EHS) 39 (194kWC) (780kWh, only charging) 

Total storage key parameters 48 974kWC / 1380kWD 2239kWh (3204kWh charging.) 

For the energy management the automation infrastructure of 
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 Communication interfaces between the storage elements and the CEHS and the GMS,  

 Rapid, highly voluminous data communications with households and communication to external 

information systems like weather forecast and energy stock exchange 

 
Fig. 7. SmartRegion Homepage with online power measurement [14] and App for private households [15] 

Fig. 7 shows the SmartRegionPellworm homepage where characteristic values like charging and 

discharging power and the state of charge of CLIB and CRFB are shown. Besides this the actual power 

values of the WT and the PVS at the Tribrid-Power-Plant and the BCHP together with some weather 

datas are shown [14].To improve the acceptance of the started works on Pellworm, the private households, 

who have installed a smart meter, a HLIB or a CEHS can use a SmartRegion App [15]. With the help of 

this app shown in Fig. 7 the customer can see whether his own energy portfolio and can see the power and 

energy time courses. This app enables the user to control his own energy procurement or his own energy 

feed-in if he has a PVS. 

6. Conclusion 

The isle of Pellworm is marked by a yearly production of renewables which is  three times higher than 

the consumption of the island. This is a typical relation of many regions with a big percentage of installed 

WT and PVS. The paper shows how to plan and to build up a smart grid in a given region. Some general 

aspects and some applied aspects for the isle of Pellworm are discussed. It is shown that a hybrid solution 

of storage elements leads to an effective solution to reduce the procurement from the overlayed transport 

grid. For the isle of Pellworm the transport grid is located on the mainland. The use of the procured power 

profile shows, that it is not useful to achieve a 100%-self-sufficiency with the help of battery storage 

elements cause the needed energy is too big to achieve a cost-effective solution.  

The paper shows the needed additional infrastructure and the structure of a central energy management 
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system which uses the collected data of the grid control system. So on Pellworm there is the needed grid 

and automation infrastructure to operate a smart grid for a limited region. For the operating period several 

operation modes are named. The operation modes can be called as business models and operation 

strategies too. In the next twelve months the own consumption operation mode, the local grid service 

operation mode, the energy trading operation mode and a multifunctional operation mode will be 

evaluated. 

The experiences will then be integrated into a further specification of a full smart grid. Quantitative 

declarations about emerging costs for the construction and operation of a smart grid in connection with 

the grid load can be made. This enables the smart grid Pellworm to clarify key issues for the future energy 

supply. In particular, it could show that in areas with a substantial surplus production of renewable energy 

the operation of a Smart Grid with appropriate storages could relieve the electrical grid significantly. 
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